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Lawrence University is compet-
ing in this year’s Campus Race to 
Zero Waste, an annual eco-friend-
ly competition between colleges 
to see who can produce the least 
amount of waste. Campus Race to 
Zero Waste 2021 began on Jan. 31 
and will continue until March 27. 
According to sophomore El-
len Teerink, Sustainability Pro-
gram Coordinator in the Center 
for Community Engagement and 
Social Change, the restrictions of 
the COVID-19 pandemic have in-
creased the amount of waste pro-
duced on campus. Teerink hopes 
that Lawrence’s participation in 
Campus Race to Zero Waste will 
raise awareness about this in-
crease and encourage students to 
make changes. 
Grace Subat, Sustainability and 
Special Events Fellow, said that 
Lawrence is participating in the 
Trash, Recyclables and Food Or-
ganics category of the competition. 
The Lawrence community has 
until March 27 to reduce as much 
waste in these areas as possible.  
The trash and recyclables pro-
duced are calculated by the num-
ber of dumpsters on campus and 
how often they are emptied, Subat 
explained. Then, the weight of the 
trash and recyclables is calculated 
using their volumes. The Sustain-
able Lawrence University Gardens 
(SLUG) are assisting in the calcu-
lation of Food Organics by provid-
ing the weight of compost collected 
from food waste in Andrew Com-
mons.  
So far, Lawrence has produced 
a rough estimate of about 28,600 
pounds of trash, about 5,198 
pounds of recyclables and about 
1,600 pounds of composted food 
waste as of this article’s deadline, 
as reported sophomore Adya Kad-
ambari, a member of the Sustain-
ability Steering Committee and 
Chair of the Lawrence University 
Community Council (LUCC) Ad 
Hoc Sustainability Committee. 
Because the trash and recycla-
bles are calculated under the as-
sumption that the dumpsters and 
bins are full, the numbers will be 
a close estimate, Subat said. She 
hopes that this year’s initiative can 
serve as a way to start the conver-
sation about waste reduction on 
campus.  
As part of this competition, 
Lawrence students can reduce 
their waste on campus in a variety 
of ways. Subat suggested bringing 
reusable bags and clamshells to 
Andrew Commons, recycling dis-
posable food containers and uten-
sils whenever possible and bring-
ing plastic bags to the receptacles 
at the Seeley G. Mudd Library or 
the Warch Campus Center to be 
donated to Habitat for Humanity. 
For students like Kadambari, 
encouraging waste reduction on 
campus is an important objective.  
“If I can help impart some skills 
into the student body that they 
could keep for the rest of their 
lives, that’s already a goal that’s 
met,” Kadambari said. 
According to Kadambari, the 
Ad Hoc Sustainability Commit-
tee works to make Lawrence more 
sustainable. One way they do this 
is by encouraging the use of clam-
shells and providing students with 
reusable bags.  
To provide students with an in-
centive to reduce their waste, Law-
rence has begun an environmen-
tally oriented competition with a 
reward of Viking Gold. For each 
Andrew Commons meal in which 
students bring their reusable clam-
shell, their names are entered for 
a chance to win the prize. Before 
Lawrence announced their par-
ticipation in Campus Race to Zero 
Waste, during an average meal, 
about 300 out of 800 students 
brought either their reusable bag 
or clamshell with them to Andrew 
Commons, Kadambari said. How-
ever, after joining Campus Race to 
Zero Waste, the average has risen 
to about 500 out of 800 students 
who bring their reusable bags or 
clamshells. 
Additionally, Kadambari an-
nounced that the ad hoc commit-
tee is in the process of providing 
each floor of each residence hall 
with a composting bin.  
“We recognize that there is 
a pandemic-related rise in food 
waste in the halls right now, and 
this would be a way for students 
to ensure their food waste is going 
towards the SLUG garden,” Kad-
ambari said. 
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THE ECO 
TRUTH
A look into the environmental 
data Lawrence has collected 
since the race began
The Sustainable University Garden (SLUG) helps to collect and analyze data about composting on 
campus.
Photos by Sebastian Evans.
Lawrence works toward 
environmental goals in 
Campus Race to Zero Waste
(ABOVE) The D&IC is the designated drop-off location for a cleaning supplies drive to benefit Harbor House.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.
(LEFT) Cordero Barkley, the director of finace and investments at Titletown Tech, speaks on “Building Generational 
Wealth in the Black Community” via Zoom on Feb. 24.


































67% INCREASE IN CLAMSHELL USAGE
THIS WEEK IN PHOTOS
Throughout this 




ing a variety of 
events to celebrate 
“Honoring Black 
History Week.” 
Here are a few of 
the highlights.
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The 30th annual “WorkForce 2021: 
Jobs, Internships & Graduate Schools 
Fair” will be held virtually via Hand-
shake on Thursday, March 4, from 3 p.m. 
– 7 p.m. The event, sponsored by the Ca-
reer Center and Wisconsin Independent 
Private College Consortium (WIPCCC), 
aims to provide opportunities for stu-
dents and alumni at Wisconsin Pri-
vate Colleges, University of Wisconsin 
Schools and Wisconsin Technical Colleg-
es to connect with potential employers or 
graduate schools. 
On the day of the fair, students will 
meet with the organizations via Hand-
shake at their assigned time, according 
to Assistant Director of Employer and 
Alumni Relations Mandy Netzel. There 
will be 104 employers and 47 schools 
available for students, including CVS 
Health, City Year and the University of 
Wisconsin Oshkosh. A complete listing 
of the attending organizations can be 
found on Handshake.  
According to Netzel, students can reg-
ister for the Virtual Career Fair via their 
Handshake account by selecting the “Ca-
reer Fairs” option under the “Events” 
tab. Once students register for the fair, 
they will also need to register for the 
group or one-on-one sessions separately 
with any employer, non-profit organiza-
tion or graduate school that they would 
like to meet. 
Netzel acknowledges the differences 
between holding a career fair in person 
and via a virtual platform. The virtual 
setting allows students to expand their 
reach without physically traveling, Net-
zel said; now, students can simply join 
from wherever they are and commit to 
a shorter time frame. However, unlike a 
fair with physical settings, students will 
not be able to walk up and engage in un-
prompted conversations with the orga-
nizations. Instead, students have to plan 
out who they are meeting with ahead of 
time.  
Junior Gabe Chambers, who attended 
the Virtual Career Fair in October of 
2020, said he gained lots of useful infor-
mation from the panelists and networked 
with people who work in industries in 
which he has a career interest. Chambers 
looks forward to the upcoming fair, as he 
wants to continue his networking pro-
cess and practice his professional skills.  
“This fair was different from an in-
person fair because of the lack of in-
person networking and connection due 
to social-distancing,” Chambers said. 
“However, via Zoom, some aspects were 
replicated, which made a successful ca-
reer fair … [Also,] people are able to con-
nect at any location, [and] it’s easier to 
follow up via email and LinkedIn.” 
Jose Torres, Regional Recruitment 
Manager of City Year, is excited about 
the upcoming fair, which will give him 
the opportunity to connect with students 
from Lawrence University. Torres has 
been recruiting on campus for about 
four years, and he loves being able to 
chat with students who are interested in 
service work and whose values align with 
City Year’s. 
“Every year, we get about five to six 
applicants to our program and go off to 
different parts of the country to serve as 
tutors or mentors,” Torres said. “I get 
excited because I did the program, and I 
know the impact our applicants will have 
but also what they will learn from our ex-
perience!” 
Before attending the event, Netzel 
said that students should prepare their 
“elevator pitch,” which is a short descrip-
tion of who they are and what they would 
like to do in their careers. Students 
should also research the organizations 
that they are meeting ahead of time, un-
derstand what they do and prepare a few 
questions for the employers. 
Netzel also encourages students to at-
tend the fair for their potential interests 
and future connections.  
“Try it! You never know who you 
might talk to that will spark an inter-
est outside of anything you’ve thought 
about before,” Netzel said. “If you’re un-
comfortable, just reach out to the Career 
Center, and we’ll walk you through it.” 
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Weekly updates on the 




ACTIVE CASES: TOTAL POSITIVE 
CASES:
Total LU tests: 
12,639
Total Appleton tests: 
43,067
Active LU cases: 
3
Active Appleton cases: 
2847,909
Total LU cases: 
120
Total Appleton cases: 
7,823
*data reported as of Feb. 24
YELLOW 
L I G H T
We are in: Limited cases on campus; 
widespread transmisison off 
campus
Isolation and quarantine 
spaces available
In-person classes continue, non-essential 
employees on campus are reduced, testing 
increases, in-person social activities are allowed 
following safety guidelines, and restrictions are 




Do you have questions about any new develop-
ments on campus? Do you think The Lawrentian 
should be covering any specific event?
Let us know!
Send any tips or suggestions to 
TheLawrentianNews@gmail.com.
To view the full list of 
organizations, 
scan the QR code:
Career Center to Host “Workforce 




Unusual Sports: The medeival art of 
Fierljeppen
They say that the more things 
change, the more they stay the same. 
Such has been the case with this sea-
son of men’s NCAA basketball. Since 
my last coverage of men’s basketball 
several weeks ago, several teams that 
were in the top 10 have since dropped 
out of the top, while the two top teams 
from several weeks ago, Gonzaga and 
Baylor have only strengthened their 
hold on the top two spots. With only 
a few weeks until the NCAA tourna-
ment, commonly known as March 
Madness, kicks off, here is a look at 
some of the teams to watch out for. 
As mentioned previously, both 
Gonzaga and Baylor have continued 
to hold on to the top two spots that 
they have held since the preseason. 
Gonzaga, who is ranked first with 
60 of 64 possible first place votes, 
is currently undefeated at 22-0 and 
only has two more games to play, 
both of which come against unranked 
opponents. Look for the Zags to con-
tinue their dominance and remain 
undefeated for the consensus top spot 
and the number one seed in the tour-
nament. Baylor, who sits second in 
the rankings at a perfect 18-0 record, 
only have two games remaining in 
their season and are projected as 
huge favorites in each, with ESPN giv-
ing them over 75 percent chances to 
win in two of their remaining games 
including 90.5 percent in one of their 
games. However, there is some con-
cern as the Bearcats are coming off of 
a COVID-19 break that may have rust-
ed some of the players. This comes 
especially after their win against the 
2-17 Iowa State on Tuesday, a game 
in which they were down 17 points in 
the first half before rallying to win by 
five, 77-72.  
With five teams in the top 25 
rankings, the Big 10 is the conference 
to watch. Three teams are in the top 
five, with Michigan (16-1), Ohio State 
(18-5) and Illinois (16-6) coming in 
at third, fourth and fifth respectively. 
This is also coming off of an abso-
lute classic this past Sunday when 
Michigan defeated Ohio State, 92-87 
in a game that saw late-game heroics 
by the Buckeyes who fell just short of 
the victory. Meanwhile, Illinois fell on 
Tuesday to the 12-9 Michigan State 
Spartans who are hoping to play spoil-
er this week, playing both Illinois and 
Ohio State. The other two teams in the 
top 25, ninth-ranked Iowa (17-6) and 
23rdßranked Wisconsin (16-8) both 
hope to have strong showings in their 
last few games, although they both 
play the top teams in the conference. 
While the top five haven’t 
changed from recent weeks, ranks six 
through 11 have all changed, with each 
team filling in those slots jumping 
at least two spots to land there. The 
biggest jump of the bunch was Florida 
State who jumped five spots to grab 
the number 11 spot after winning each 
of their last three games, including 
against then seventh-ranked Virginia 
which fell eight spots to number 15 in 
the rankings. The other big loser from 
this weeks rankings was Houston, 
which dropped six spots to number 
12 after being ranked sixth the week 
prior. 
Looking ahead to the upcoming 
NCAA tournament, it is no surprise 
that the top four teams in the nation 
are all projected to be number one 
seeds, with each of them being the 
odds-on favorites to win their respec-
tive regions. With the seeding being 
announced on March 14, the first day 
of games in the tournament will kick 
off four days later on the 18th. The 
tournament itself is also being held 
differently this year, as all tourna-
ment games will be held in the state 
of Indiana with most of the games 
being played in Indianapolis including 
the final four and national champion-
ship game. Thus, whereas seeding in 
a normal year would also reflect the 
geographical location of each team, 
this year a team’s region will not affect 
its seeding. Therefore, rankings and 
records will have a much greater effect 
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 Have you ever heard of 
Fierljeppen? It’s a Dutch sport that's 
fairly old, dating back to the 1200s. 
What’s interesting about this sport is 
that it was created as a way of making 
life easier and not for sport. The idea 
was that the farmers needed to get 
over multiple canals that criss-crossed 
over the Netherlands. Fieljeppen was 
a way for them to do so efficiently. It’s 
when you take a pole, and you use it 
to hoist and launch your body across. 
The goal of Fierljeppen is to get as far 
as possible from the starting point 
while crossing the canal. This sport 
is also pretty similar to pole vaulting, 
though the major difference between 
these two sports is that pole vault-
ing is about how high you can get. 
Fierljeppen, though, is about the dis-
tance you can launch your body. You 
also can’t run with the pole.  
 What’s the proper tech-
nique? The “Fierljeppers” sprint at 
top speed for about 15-20 meters, 
heading straight towards the canal. 
Once they finally reach it, they grab 
a hold of a large pole, called a polss-
tok, and push it into the bottom of the 
canal. Here, they rely on gravity and 
its force as well as their own instinc-
tual balance. The Fierljepper quickly 
climbs the pole to get more height, all 
while attempting to control the pole 
while in midair, as it is swinging to the 
opposite side. If they are successful, 
they will land gracefully on the other 
side of the canal on a soft bed of sand. 
If they are unsuccessful, they risk fall-
ing from a great height. However, not 
everyone makes it forward. While the 
goal of Fierljeppen is to go forwards as 
far as you can, some competitors fall 
backwards, and others fall sideways 
into the canal. This is common even at 
the highest levels because Fierljeppers 
will try to pass the dead centre (pole 
sticking straight up) as slowly as pos-
sible to maximize their climbing time. 
 Another important aspect 
of this sport is the pole that they use. 
The pole that the competitor grabs 
onto is strategically positioned prior 
to the jump. A pole that is closer to 
the finishing end will get a competitor 
further and give them more time to 
climb, but it requires more momen-
tum to make it all the way across. If 
the pole is placed closer to the start-
ing position it requires less momen-
tum, but gives the competitor less 
time to climb, resulting in a shorter 
distance achieved. This means that 
the strategy has to be tailored to the 
specific individual — are they good at 
gaining momentum or better/faster at 
climbing? That’s something the ath-
lete would need to experiment with 
to find their own strengths and weak-
nesses. Another important feature of 
the pole is its length. The size of the 
pole ranges from eight to 13 meters 
long; the more length that you have on 
the pole, the more height you can get, 
which means more distance, making 
you more likely to win. It should be 
noted that you can’t just use any pole. 
These polsstoks have a round, flat 
base. This is necessary in order to pre-
vent it from sinking into the muddy 
bottom of the canal. In the past, the 
poles were made of wood, but, then, 
they progressed to aluminum, a more 
sturdy and reliable material. Today, 
Fierjleppers use a high-tech, light-
weight carbon fibre for their poles, 
which not only combines the stability 
aspect of the aluminum by having this 
material lighter, it helps the athletes 
to achieve even greater distances.  
 Like I mentioned earli-
er, this way of life arose around the 
1200s. As time went on, the Dutch 
started to get a competitive edge 
with this activity, and they hosted 
the first Fierljeppen competition in 
1767. However, as more roads and 
bridges were being built, the need for 
Fierljeppen as a transport declined. 
Because of this, it was turned into an 
official sport with the first competi-
tion held in 1975. People continue 
to compete and aspire to reach new 
records in Fierjleppen today! Today’s 
world record for Fierljeppen is Jaco 
de Groot, who was able to go 22.1 
meters. There are four different cat-
egories you can compete in: Seniors 
(men), Ladies, Juniors, Veterans. 
Jaco competed in the Senior male 
group and achieved this record back 
in 2017, and no one seems to have 
beat him yet. For the ladies, Marriott 
V /d Wal, holds the record for 18.19 
meters, which she set back in 2019. 
Today there are over 600 places in the 
Netherlands that you can compete in 
for Fierljeppen. Do you think you can 
beat the world record? Only one way 
to find out ... 
This Week in Sports History: Ali takes 





Muhammed Ali’s achievements in 
boxing are nearly impossible to rep-
licate and are always interesting to 
go back to — this will be the second 
time I’ve covered an Ali fight this year. 
Something about Ali’s legacy, between 
his inventive fighting style, laundry 
list of title wins and personal achieve-
ments outside the ring, is alluring, 
even against other boxing greats like 
Pacquiao or Mayweather. On Feb. 25, 
1964, Ali would make his mark on 
boxing history by defeating Sonny 
Liston for the first heavyweight title 
of his career. 
 The fight’s lead-up was a 
sports’ reporter’s dream — both Sonny 
Liston and Cassius Clay (this was 
before Ali’s name change) were heavi-
ly disliked by fans and reporters alike. 
Liston’s image was tarnished based on 
his actions and associates; his boxing 
career got its start as Liston practiced 
in prison for armed robbery. Between 
his criminal pursuits and the fact that 
his manager was a Lucchese crime 
family capo in Frankie Carbo, Sonny 
Liston’s entire career was shrouded 
in scandal, and he took regular beat-
ings from sports media. Clay’s repu-
tation was far less violent but, none-
theless, still despised. He was beyond 
confident in his abilities, and, as a 22 
year-old fighter with a reputation to 
uphold, his arrogance was unmatched. 
Nicknamed “The Louisville Lip,” he 
was easy for writers and reporters to 
talk down to, and the up-and-coming 
Clay was seen as nothing but fod-
der for Liston, who had never lost 
a professional boxing match. One 
of the regular boxing writers for the 
"New York 
Times" denied the gig of covering the 
fight, claiming that the fight wasn’t 
even worth covering. Bettors agreed 
— Clay was a 7-1 betting underdog, 
and only three ringside reporters of 
the 46 at the match had Clay picked 
to win.  
 Clay’s demeanor remained 
unshaken, and he spent much of the 
time leading up to the fight find-
ing ways to torment Liston. Between 
reading a poem about Liston’s pend-
ing destruction and driving a bus 
emblazoned with “Sonny Must Go in 
Eight” outside of his house, tensions 
were rising high, and they boiled over 
at the prefight weigh-in. Upon see-
ing Liston at the weigh-in, Ali hurled 
insults and threats at him, having to 
be physically held back by his entou-
rage. After a blood pressure test that 
determined Clay’s was twice the level 
it should’ve been, the chief physician 
determined that Ali was “emotionally 
unstable” and that the fight would be 
cancelled if it did not return to normal 
levels. Luckily, Clay's fury didn’t cost 
him the fight, and he entered the ring 
that night. 
 The fight itself immediately 
turned against expectations — Liston 
threw himself at Clay with the intent 
to end the fight with an immediate 
knockout, but Clay’s trademark speed 
became the star of the first round, and 
he dodged the volley with ease. Along 
with a furious combination, the round 
was almost entirely Clay’s, except for 
a very strong body punch from Liston. 
The second round saw Liston regain 
his composure, and it was much to 
his benefit; cornering Clay against the 
ropes, Liston struck him with a pow-
erful left hook that hurt Clay badly 
(though Liston didn’t know Clay was 
so staggered, odds are he could’ve 
won the 
bout had he kept attacking).  
 Round three was brutal for 
Liston’s image as unstoppable. Prior 
to this fight, boxing commission-
ers were afraid that Liston may have 
ruined the sport, as they believed he 
could not be beaten. Clay’s start was 
massive, as he hit Liston with repeat-
ed combos that cut him under his left 
eye and pinned him to the ropes. This 
was the first time Liston had ever 
been cut in his entire career. Before 
the round ended, Liston was able to 
strike Clay with repeated heavy body 
hits, but the mental game was clearly 
becoming Clay’s. This would lead into 
rounds four, five and six — despite 
the fact that something had gotten 
into Clay’s eyes and he could not see, 
he avoided Liston deftly; when his 
sight had returned fully in the sixth, 
Clay pummeled him viciously, landing 
whatever combinations he threw.  
 Though the crowd waited 
intently for round seven, the match 
did not continue. Liston either vol-
untarily quit or was injured so that 
continued fighting would be impossi-
ble. Either way, Liston never returned 
from his corner, and Cassius Clay 
was the new heavyweight champion. 
Always true to the flashy obnoxious-
ness he was known for, he chided 
reporters immediately after the fight’s 
end. In fact, Clay initially refused 
to hold the post-fight presser, as he 
didn’t want to answer questions from 
a group of people who vehemently 
despised him, and had to be per-
suaded by his entourage to do so. He 
spent the entire conference insulting 
them and boasting his win: “Look at 
me. Not a mark on me. I could never 
be an underdog. I am too great. Hail 
the champion!” As such an underdog, 
many would agree that it was only his 
right to do so.
Have a story 
to share or want 
to see something 
published in The 
Lawrentian? 
Scan the QR 
code and submit 
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So, I have another dilemma. 
A fashion dilemma and a big one. 
It has to do with shoes and the fact 
that I want more than I can afford. 
I know what you’re thinking. Yes. 
This is a small dilemma. However, to 
me it is very important. Throughout 
my 20 years of life on this silly, 
little planet, I’ve never been a big 
shoe person. Of course, I always 
enjoyed buying a new pair for school 
or for a special occasion, but I never 
really freaked out about new shoes. 
However, recently, this has changed. 
I cannot keep my eyes off ‘em. The 
main couple of pairs I’ve been crav-
ing: a new pair of heeled clogs, Doc 
Marten Oxfords and the final contes-
tant and perhaps the most beautiful 
… cowgirl boots! 
I’ve been swooning over the 
thought of having cowgirl boots for 
months now. The thought that I 
could possibly be perceived as hav-
ing Dolly Parton energy only fur-
thers my longing for the acclaimed 
boot. I’ve always kind of been fas-
cinated with the Wild West and the 
denim and boots — it’s so beautiful 
to me. However, I’ve never really 
been out west. I’ve been to South 
Dakota but that’s still pretty mid-
west-y. I would like to venture out to 
Montana, Wyoming, Arizona,and all 
the cowboy states. Imagine! If I had 
my cowgirl boots on, I would fit right 
in. I could sit down in a saloon and 
have some man in a 10-gallon hat tell 
me all his stories. Also, maybe I’m 
heavily romanticizing and overesti-
mating the number of people who 
wear cowboy boots out west, but a 
girl can dream. 
Next, the Doc Marten Oxfords. 
Wow. I mean, they leave me in awe 
every single time. For those of you 
who aren’t familiar with the style, 
it’s the Doc Marten shoe that laces 
up. However, the one that I have 
a strong likening to is the Maroon 
style. I’m currently in a predicament, 
though. I’m thinking of selling my 
patent leather Doc Martens and then 
buying the Oxfords with the cash I 
get. However, part of me is strug-
gling to let go of my old friends ... or 
boots for that matter. It just feels like 
I’m letting go of a part of me. Even 
so, I know I must move on to a dif-
ferent phase at some point. It’s just 
that they have been held in such high 
regard in my mind for so long, and, 
now, I rarely wear them. Maybe I’m 
making this out to be more existen-
tial than it is — so, I listed them on 
Depop, and we’ll see what happens! 
Lastly, the Clog. Now, I own a 
couple of pairs of Birkenstock clogs 
— colloquially birkenclogs —, but 
these ones are different. These clogs 
are very out of my comfort zone! 
They have a heel and cut Mary Jane 
strap. I can’t get enough. They sim-
ply blow me out of the water every 
time. However, for some reason, I 
really want a new pair that has not 
been thrifted, so I should probably 
save up for a little before I buy them. 
These shoes make me feel like I’m 
in all of the “Mamma Mia!” mov-
ies. They are truly spectacular. It 
definitely fits a very “cottagecore” 
aesthetic, and I’m here for that. 
Recently, I’ve been trying to switch 
up my style, and I feel like these 
clogs would help do that, or, at least, 
they would bring me closer to a 
Meryl Streep “Mamma Mia!” vibe. 
Now, obviously, I don’t des-
perately need any of these shoes, 
and it’s probably really bad that I 
want them so much. Except, I know 
they would make me so intensely 
happy, and isn’t that what matters 
the most? Yeah. Well, I guess being 
more financially stable and having 
three fewer pairs of shoes would be 
pretty nice too ... Ah! Who cares! 
I’m young. Also, it does seem kind 
of silly to invest in a bunch of shoes 
when I’m not even going out any-
where. Nevertheless, if buying a pair 
of dank, used and scuffed cowgirl 
boots leads me any closer to dancing 
around a bonfire with the Montana 
sunset, it’s worth it.






Previously: Rather than join 
everyone else in a bunker, Lyra and 
Alice are taking a road trip during 
the apocalypse.
Content Warning: Descriptions 
of blood and surgical procedures. 
Ten miles east of the Grand 
Canyon, the wind starts to pick up. 
Lyra can feel it shake the body of 
their transport as she adjusts her grip 
on the steering wheel, trying to keep 
from drifting out of their lane.  
“Woah.” Alice picks her head up 
from where it rests on the window. 
Then, she turns to look out the back 
windshield, and her face blanches. 
“Shit.” 
Lyra glances in the rearview 
mirror and sees it — the rapidly 
advancing rusty cloud of dust billow-
ing behind them. “Shit,” she agrees. 
“I should pull over.” 
Sitting up straighter, Alice says, 
“Wait, no—” 
“Alice—” 
“Listen, just put it on autopilot! 
I’d rather try to outrun this than get 
stuck in it.” 
Lyra hesitates, chewing on the 
inside of her cheek, but flips the 
switch anyway. She lets her hands 
slip from the wheel, and, after a few 
tense moments, the dust envelops 
them. 
“Are the droughts really this 
bad?” Alice wonders aloud.  
Lyra sighs, slouching down in 
her seat. “That and the meteors. I bet 
they kicked up a lot of dust.” 
“Well, now I’m bored,” Alice 
complains. “Want to play a game?” 
“Okay, Jigsaw,” Lyra teases. 
“How about I Spy?”  
Alice snorts. “I spy with my little 
eye something ... dusty.” 
Lyra pretends to mull it over. “Is 
it the dust storm?” 
Before they can fully recover 
from the fit of giggles that sends 
them into, something in the front 
of the transport makes a worrying 
noise, and a warning light blinks on 
the dashboard. Lyra leans forward, 
squinting at it.  
“God damn it, I think the air 
filters got clogged with dust.” 
“It’s not like we need them, any-
way, with our suits,” Alice points out. 
“Can we just keep going and look at 
it later?” 
Almost as soon as Alice finishes 
talking, the transport starts slowing 
down. “Apparently not,” Lyra says, 
gritting her teeth. She turns off the 
autopilot and pulls off to the side of 
the road. “Come on, let’s take a look.” 
Once Lyra steps outside, the 
howl of the wind drowns out every-
thing else. The dust particles rush-
ing past add another layer of sound 
on top of the whistling, something 
like white noise or old-timey televi-
sion static. She struggles to slide the 
transport door shut, then feels her 
way around to the hood.  
Kneeling down next to the air 
filters, Lyra flicks on her head lamp. 
She sees movement out of the corner 
of her eye and can barely make out 
Alice’s hand reaching out for her 
through the haze of dust. She grabs 
it, then turns her attention back to 
the filters.  
After some digging around, she 
manages to dislodge enough rocks 
and plant debris that she thinks they 
could keep going. The wind seems 
quieter now, and she’s just about 
to try to shout at Alice over it when 
Alice’s hand slips from her grasp. 
“Alice?” she calls out, to no 
response. “Alice!” she screams, 
crawling towards where Alice was. 
The dust starts to clear as the 
wind dies down, allowing Lyra to see 
the outline of Alice’s body, slumped 
on her side. As she reaches over 
to her, Lyra’s hand brushes against 
something sharp, embedded in 
Alice’s abdomen. Her hand comes 
away red. 
“Shit,” she says, watching as 
Alice’s eyes flutter shut. Scrambling 
to her feet, Lyra swings open the 
doors to the trunk, grabbing their 
med bag and slinging it over her 
shoulder. She looks around, taking 
note of a gas station she can now see 
nearby.  
Standing over Alice, she tries to 
remember what her first aid classes 
said about moving the injured. Then, 
she looks behind them, at an advanc-
ing second wave of dust. “Screw 
it,” she says, sliding one arm under 
Alice’s knees and the other under her 
back, lifting her up with a grunt. 
As she struggles towards the gas 
station, Lyra thanks her past self for 
putting in the hours at the gym. She 
doubts even the herculean surge of 
adrenaline would be enough for her 
carry Alice, if not for the years she 
spent building up muscle. Still, she 
can feel the strain in her back as she 
kicks open the doors.  
Setting Alice as gently as she 
can on the floor, she closes the doors 
behind them and manages to bar-
ricade the entrance with a shelf just 
before the dust swirls past, obscuring 
her view of the transport.  
She rushes back over to Alice, 
kneeling beside her. After carefully 
removing Alice’s helmet, she tears 
off her own gloves, pressing two 
fingers to Alice’s neck and holding 
her breath until she can feel a weak 
and rapid pulse. Reaching into the 
med bag, she grabs a pair of safety 
shears and cuts away Alice’s suit 
around the wound, revealing what 
appears to be some sort of metal 
shard stabbed into Alice’s stomach. 
Lyra feels around underneath Alice, 
relieved to find that the shard has not 
gone clean through. 
She cuts through Alice’s 
blood-soaked tank top, then grabs 
a MediPack from the bag. She for-
gets what all is in the syringe she 
plunges into Alice’s chest, but she 
knows there is anesthetic in there. 
Alice’s body spasms as she presses 
the plunger down, and Lyra waits for 
her breathing to even out before she 
continues.  
Blood oozes out of the wound 
as Lyra extracts the shard. She puts 
pressure on it with some gauze as 
she rifles through the bag to find a 
bottle of rubbing alcohol and a suture 
kit. Alice does not so much as flinch 
when Lyra lifts the gauze and pours 
some of the alcohol on the wound. 
The sutures are uneven but 
sturdy, made with trembling and 
blood-stained fingers. Lyra cov-
ers them with antibiotic ointment 
and wraps bandages tightly around 
Alice’s stomach before wiping her 
hands off on the clean part of Alice’s 
ruined tank top. 
Letting out a sigh of relief, Lyra 
leans back and lets her head thump 
against the shelf, watching the gentle 
rise and fall of Alice’s chest until her 
eyes blur over. She blinks, letting the 
tears slip down her cheeks instead.  
She reaches for Alice’s wrist and 
feels for her pulse again, stronger 
and slower now. Shutting her eyes, 
she counts the beats until she loses 
track. 
Join us next week for another 
installment of this term’s apocalyp-
tic road trip serial: Almost Heaven! 








Anthony Burgess’ “A 
Clockwork Orange” (1962), with its 
intuitive vocabulary, has inspired 
me to document my linguistic 
environments. I will write about a 
different environment each week 
without explaining any vocabulary 
used. My hope is that readers will 
gradually learn what these words 
mean as they read on and notice if I 
insert a word that does not belong. 
Through this, I will explore belong-
ing: does knowing the words of an 
environment help increase belong-
ing even if one has never been in the 
environment themselves?
“Can I come with?” of course I 
mean to Festival off of College; we 
need to get some groceries over there. 
We take the big roundabout from CE 
and park in the parking lot. It’s a nice 
one out there. We pick up some port 
wine cheese and crackers and sum-
mer sausage and use a bag but know 
that I am saying it my way and maybe 
not yours. I would write bag in IPA if 
only I knew how to write my vowels 
(don’t even ask me about “Oscar”); I 
hope I’ll learn them next term in pho-
nology. Just know that my vowels are 
long and round (“boat”) or nasally 
(“Maggie”). I probably say bagel like 
you though. Bag is better than bag 
and dragon than dragon and cot and 
caught sound different and it’s tag 
Shaggy flag magazine not tag Shaggy 
flag magazine. I hope you know the 
difference. 
I say “thank you, have a good 
day!” and stop at the bubbler before 
we go back home, or at least stop 
at the house before going back to 
the other side of town to the mall. 
I wish we could get some squeaky 
cheese curds or Culver’s or JD’s or 
the good old Pizza King on Calumet. 
We could take the highway south-
bound or northbound from KK or 
from College or just go downtown 
past Menards and Lawrence. Gosh, 
oh no. At the lights, someone was 
speeding — more than five over — 
and almost hit another car. Hmm, 
maybe they’re from Illinois? Oh wait, 
they’re driving a lifted luxury truck ... 
must be from here. Before we go to 
the mall, we park in the ramp down 
by the downtown Y to stop by quick. 
I don’t say it but I hear “real good, 
yeah” and “you betcha,” and later 
that night WIXX says, “it’s time for 
yeah er no” and I mean, it sounds 
right to me. Same with “I seen that 
last week.” This is before I came to 
college and learned stereotypes and 
heard of the Manitowoc Minute. For 
supper we had cheesy brats and scal-
loped potatoes and ham and watched 
the Packers play in the “frozen tun-
dra” when Mike McCarthy was still 
around Lambeau.  
Oh and I remember the Darboy 
Club (shout-out!) a great supper 
club Friday fish fry and ope, run 
into someone in the bathroom, can 
I scoot past you there? Smile make 
small talk leave. After my family does 
the old midwestern goodbye and we 
never leave when we say we will and 
even when we get to the car we still 
talk through the windows. Have a 
good one! Go fishing with dad at the 
lighthouse in Neenah on ‘Bago and 
he asks if they’ve been biting and 
someone says it’s not bad, the fish 
have been biting but Lake Link says 
it’s better on Poygan. But give ‘er a 
go anyways. Up north is good too, 
that’s where we go camping. Up in 
Shawano. 
And I was surrounded by pretty 
much everyone who sounded like me 
and said bag bubbler oh! We even 
had Wespenmusikanten our polka 
band; I was lucky enough to play 
for two years. I didn’t realize my 
accent until college where I stood 
out. And again when I got to my gate 
in Atlanta to Appleton and suddenly 
heard my first real-life Wisconsin 
accent in months. Glorious. A flight 
attendant who said “it’ll be a good 
one out there” and cry because wow 
it feels like home and it’s a good 
variety a real variety don’t make fun 
of it please. The mill is even more 
pronounced and yes I work a lot of 
hours and the people on 9 coater who 
sound so Wisconsin in the micro-
phone are so comforting. 
I love calling my family now in 
college because it’s home and they’re 
home and I bet you might not get it 
... because Lawrence is Appleton too, 
yes, but trust me it’s far enough away 
from home and I always hear my 
accent when I talk.  
I know how to say all the names 
and I smile knowingly when I hear 
the tricky ones mispronounced and 
the winter isn’t that bad, but I sure 
don’t wish it lasted from October to 
April, sometimes even May because 
global warming is realllllllllllllllllll. 
I used to say “you guys” but it’s 
not inclusive so “you all” is better. 
I also say Green BAY not GREEN 
Bay and that’s how you know Kelso 
and Eric and Donna and Hyde are 
not from Wisconsin. Same with High 
CLIFF and Copper ROCK and if you 
know why please tell me why this is 
the case. Also, Grishaber’s is grease-
hoppers and Bubolz is bu-bultz and 
Mohnen’s is mohans because my 
family just says it that way. And add 
an –s to everything like Heid’s but 
I’m not a fan of adding “the” in front. 
I’m proud of my accent. I love it. 
It’s the best but also no variety is the 
best and none are standard. And not 
every Wisconsin accent is the same. 
No prescriptivism here, just pride for 
my Appleton Wisconsin accent. Oh 
yeah, and please ask me about my 
accent. I love to talk about it. Feel 
free to reach out at kellyl@lawrence.
edu. Have a good one.




Sun Ra’s music just makes 
sense sometimes. Willem de 
Kooning’s artwork (not my name-
sake) just makes sense sometimes. 
Fascists hate abstract art. Already 
enough reason to like it, but there’s 
something there. They denounce it 
as “Degenerate art;” that sounds cool 
as hell, though.  
It’s a kind of solidarity, really. 
The exact narrative — really hard to 
tell, very unclear. What do you know, 
then? At the very least, someone 
has expressed themselves. There’s 
a shared aesthetic to relate to. The 
artist likes dark splotchy green while 
being confusing — you like dark 
splotchy green while being confused. 
You can make real friendships that 
way, no joke.  
While you second guess your-
self, you can guess for an eternity 
what it means. The abstraction only 
ends when you need it to. It’s a use-
fully delusive way to get yourself to 
meditate. Learning much or hardly 
learning? Something to fill the void, 
intellectual white noise maybe. I’m 
not wasting time with emotions, I’m 
time wasting with erudition. In the 
meanwhile, wasting away in due 
time with the delusion. 
Making it is so personal. It’s 
funny. Everything is subtle, indi-
rect, well-thought-out and nuanced 
sometimes. Other times, it’s all 
rough, vague, directionless, unscien-
tific and blatant. The funniest part is 
when people argue about which it is. 
They can just look so darn similar. 
Two masterworks of the same pres-
tige and breed might be made over 
the course of a year or in the blink 
of an eye. Caught up in analysis, 
we can sometimes forget our basic 
definitions: the difference between 
concrete and abstract, for example. 
Sometimes it’s shoved around; 
into ivory towers or into living rooms 
of flowery hipsters. It can be self-
fulfilling to that guess work we were 
doing a few paragraphs ago. If the 
artist explains themself too much, 
they’ve outed their artwork. It will 
wither away. It’s like taking a bite 
out of an ever-ripening banana. 
It tastes bad so then every other 
banana of its kind can be thrown 
likewise in the compost bin. It was 
never meant to be eaten, just stared 
at for eternity while you ask yourself 
if you’re hungry, if you feel like a 
banana and if it’s ripe enough. 
There is a beautiful relationship 
you can have. Finding a random bit 
of abstract stuff. The lack of direct 
meaning and clear impact are why. If 
you spend enough time, the relation-
ship you cultivate is necessarily like 
no other. It can be a time capsule. 
Kind of a puzzle you can put togeth-
er however you like. Unconditional 
of clear information to keep you 
grounded. If you give it the time, it 
can be endearing as shit, really. 
Fascists hate it because of 
all of this. It promotes individual-
ity, unique feelings and thoughts. It 
can’t quite be weaponized or propa-
gandized. How sad for them. There’s 
warmth and beauty too in walking 
to the beat of a communal drum or 
painting the neighborhood mural. 
Something that means nothing in 
particular to anyone at all is bound-
less, however.
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Due to unforseen circumstances 
at the last minute, our Black History 
Month writer was unable to write 
their article this week. In lieu of an 
article, we want to display a piece of 
student artwork of Audre Lorde cre-
ated by Astra Mederios. Lorde was 
featured in last week’s Black History 
Month article. 
To read about Audre Lorde and 
learn about her life, legacy and 
impact, please read last week’s arti-
cle by following the QR code below!
Britney Spears commentary artwork.
 Image created by Astra Mederios.
A new documentary from “The New York 
Times,” called “Framing Britney Spears,” came 
out on Hulu earlier this month. Through inter-
views and footage of Spears’ past, it pieces 
together a sympathetic picture of her rise to star-
dom and the vicious culture that tore her down 
during her mental health struggles and attempts 
to shed a little light on the conservatorship she 
has been under since 2008. 
The documentary gives us an uncom-
fortable and disturbing look into Spears’ past 
through footage of her public appearances, going 
as far back as 1992, when she went on a TV show 
to sing “Love Can Build a Bridge.” Her immense 
talent was already painfully obvious, but instead 
of asking her about her dreams and ambitions, 
the host immediately said to this 10-year-old 
child, “I noticed last week you have the most 
adorable, pretty eyes. Do you have a boyfriend?” 
Even at this young age, she had to deal with peo-
ple being more interested in the men in her life 
than in her (“Framing Britney Spears,” 2021). 
Another clip from her teens, when she’s 
already a star: she’s on a talk show and the male 
host asks her about her breasts, making the idi-
otic observation, “You seem to get furious when 
a talk show host comes up with the subject” 
(“Framing Britney Spears,” 2021). 
Another clip from her 20s, after her break-
up with Justin Timberlake: in an exclusive inter-
view aired by ABC’s “Primetime Thursday,” the 
interviewer says to her, “[Timberlake] has gone 
on television and pretty much said that you 
broke his heart. You did something that caused 
him so much pain, so much suffering. What did 
you do?” Timberlake did a 
masterful job of taking con-
trol of their breakup narra-
tive, going so far as to weap-
onize one of his music videos 
to blame her for the demise 
of their relationship. In an 
interview, Spears’ backup 
dancer, Kevin Tancharoen, 
called the video a “pure male 
revenge fantasy” (“Framing 
Britney Spears,” 2021). 
These are just a few 
examples, illustrating that 
Spears was under unimagi-
nable pressure and scru-
tiny from a very young age 
and bore so much unjust 
blame for the crime of being 
assigned female at birth and 
making a name for herself. 
The documentary 
shows Spears’ mental health 
deteriorating after the birth 
of her children, being accel-
erated by the relentless 
paparazzi that followed her 
everywhere; her breakdown 
didn’t occur out of nowhere, 
and its development was doc-
umented by the very paparazzi whose hounding 
likely drove her to the point of breakdown.  
Spears’ father, Jamie, filed for temporary 
conservatorship over her in 2008. He became 
the conservator of her person and co-conserva-
tor of her estate (i.e. her money) with attorney 
Andrew Wallet. When Jamie tried to establish 
a permanent conservatorship, attorney Adam 
Streisand, whose practice focuses on conserva-
torships, was called in to speak to Britney. In his 
professional evaluation, Spears had sound judg-
ment; she recognized that she wouldn’t be able 
to fight the conservatorship, and her one request 
was that her conservator not be her father.  
On Oct. 28, 2008, the conservatorship was 
made permanent with Jamie as the conservator 
against Spears’ wishes. Once a conservatorship 
is made permanent, it isn’t a simple matter 
to overturn; the burden of proof is upon the 
conservatee to come up with evidence that they 
are capable of controlling their own person 
and estate (“Framing Britney Spears,” 2021). 
Conservatorships are typically entered for the 
protection of elderly or seriously ill people who 
are incapable of controlling their own lives 
and are not expected to recover that ability; a 
26-year-old being placed under a conservator-
ship that gives someone else control over her 
medical, business, financial and personal deci-
sions, must be extremely suspect, especially 
since Spears’ father had been absent from her 
life until he took legal control over it.  
A record executive who was interviewed 
in the documentary recalls the roles Spears’ 
parents played in her early career: “Lynne sup-
ported Britney. I want to say Lynne, because I 
never talked to [Britney’s] father. The only thing 
Jamie ever said to me was, ‘My daughter’s gonna 
be so rich, she’s gonna buy me a boat.’ That’s all 
I’m gonna say about Jamie” (“Framing Britney 
Spears,” 2021). This isn’t indicative of a caring 
parent, but of an opportunist. There’s plenty of 
evidence that this is the case: Jamie paid himself 
a six-figure salary for his efforts controlling his 
daughter’s life and, later on, was approved by the 
court to receive 1.5 percent of the gross revenue 
from her performances and merchandise at her 
Las Vegas residency. Nearly one million dollars 
were deposited in Spears’ bank account dur-
ing that residency each week, making Jamie’s 
cut roughly 15,000 dollars per week (“Framing 
Britney Spears,” 2021).  
Jamie stepped down as conservator of 
Spears’ person in Sept., 2019, due to health 
concerns but remained in control of her estate. 
An independent professional conservator, Jodi 
Montgomery, was appointed conservator of 
Spears’ person. In Aug., 2020, Spears finally 
signaled publicly that she wanted changes to 
the conservatorship. In a court filing, her lawyer 
proposed that Montgomery become the perma-
nent conservator of Spears’ person and stated 
that Spears “strongly prefers to have a qualified 
corporate fiduciary appointed” to handle her 
estate, replacing her father (“The Guardian,” 
2020). The filing states explicitly, “Britney is 
strongly opposed to James continuing as the 
sole conservator of her estate” (“Framing Britney 
Spears,” 2021).  
At a court hearing last November, Spears’ 
attorney, Samuel D. Ingham III, said that 
“Britney Spears is afraid of her father and will 
not resume her career so long as he has power 
over it” (“The Guardian,” 2020). The judge, 
Brenda Penny, declined to remove Jamie from 
his position as conservator but approved corpo-
rate fiduciary Bessemer Trust as co-conservator 
of Spears’ estate, as per Spears’ wishes. Penny 
did not rule out the possibility of removing 
Jamie in the future. The next court date is set 
for March 17. 
At the end of the day, no one in the docu-
mentary knows why someone as young and 
prolific as Spears is still under a conservatorship, 
13 years later. Jamie has fought to keep court 
records sealed, claiming concern for his family’s 
privacy, but Ingham states that Spears is “vehe-
mently opposed to this effort by her father to 
keep her legal struggle hidden away in the closet 
as a family secret” and appreciates the informed 
support of her fans (“The Guardian,” 2020). 
Britney Spears’ story is that of a woman 
fighting for her freedom from a father who wants 
to control and exploit her. It’s sickening that 
in the year 2021, the American legal system is 
still happily handing men the power to control 








The Lawrence University Environmental Organization was founded by current senior Jim 
Yang in fall 2018 and has had a relatively consistent small group of devoted students ever since. 
Junior Lauren Kelly joined during Spring Term 2019 and is now the co-president with Yang. 
Though the pandemic has put a damper on some of their environmental progress on campus, the 
two still wanted to share what their club has done and how to compost on campus.
 I founded the LU Environmental 
Organization at the beginning of my sopho-
more year in 2018 with the idea of providing all 
the residence halls of Lawrence with compost-
ing services as well as the idea of becoming 
an environmental committee on the Lawrence 
University Community Council (LUCC). 
There was no composting in the residence 
halls at the time, and I heard that composting 
had come and gone before at Lawrence, so, I 
wanted to provide a service that would last. I 
figured that the environment was important 
enough of an issue that Lawrence ought to have a 
student-led environmental committee on LUCC 
because, at the time, the previous environmental 
committee on LUCC no longer existed, and the 
Sustainability Steering Committee was heavily 
staff- and faculty-based. While the committee 
route did not end up working out, we became 
a club instead and started on a pilot project for 
composting in Plantz and Colman in the fall of 
2018.  
Since then, and before the pandemic, the 
club has added composting in all of the major 
residence halls and four academic buildings — 
the Conservatory, the Diversity and Intercultural 
Center, the fourth floor of Briggs and the Steitz 
atrium — as well as instituting battery recycling 
in all of the major residence halls. Composting 
and battery recycling have all come with educa-
tional signage that tells students why these acts 
matter.  
Other projects that we have worked on 
include: 
•Requesting funding for stickers that say, 
“These Come from Trees” and putting them on 
paper towel dispensers across campus to remind 
students to use fewer paper towels in 2019.  
•Working with Julie Severance, the general 
manager of Bon Appétit, to replace the paper 
boats for dine-in orders for the Cafe with reus-
able plates in 2020. 
•Getting rid of plastic bags in Kate’s Corner 
Store in 2019. This was done by working with 
Bon Appétit manager Justin Yager, putting up 
educational posters, surveying students and put-
ting up and gathering petitions across cam-
pus, culminating in gaining a support statement 
through LUCC on the project. In place of plastic 
bags, the Corner Store offered either paper bags 
or reusable bags for purchase.  
•One long-term project that we have worked 
on since the fall of 2018 includes striving to get 
rid of paper towels in the residence hall bath-
rooms, with the alternative option of encour-
aging students to bring their own hand towels 
as well as providing hand towels to those who 
need them. Kitchens and kitchenettes would still 
have paper towels. We put up educational sig-
nage and petitions across campus on this issue. 
A LUCC and LU Environmental Organization 
survey on paper towels in Oct. of 2019 brought 
in 192 “yes” votes to 154 “no” votes — a 55 
percent approval. When the LU Environmental 
Organization sought approval through LUCC, 
LUCC deemed that the survey was biased. So, 
we tried again with a survey through the Student 
Welfare Committee that was conducted this 
term; it included the provision 
of paper towels being available 
in a designated first-floor pub-
lic bathroom, having hand sani-
tizer available and that if it were 
approved, the project would 
not occur until post-pandemic. 
This new survey brought in 201 
“somewhat” or “strongly agree” 
responses to 151 “somewhat” or 
“strongly disagree” responses — 
a 57 percent approval.  
•An upcoming project is to 
provide all of the major residence 
halls with electronics recycling 
bins as well as accompanying 
signage, which the Sustainability 
Steering Committee approved. I 
had applied for funding for the 
Big Green Box. This box takes 
in electronics and is currently 
located at the Info Desk, but hav-
ing electronics recycling bins in 
the residence halls would make 
electronics recycling more acces-
sible. 
The LU Environmental 
Organization’s mission is to take 
student ideas and turn them into 
projects — it was my roommate’s 
idea to get rid of plastic bags in 
the Corner Store, for example. 
Please let us know if you have 





Junior Lauren Kelly and senior Jim Yang.
Photo provided by Lauren Kelly.




If you didn’t know before reading Jim’s 
half of the article, composting on campus has 
been an option for every campus community 
member along with recycling and the landfill 
route since Fall 2018 (except for Spring Term 
2020). The LU Environmental Organization 
assists the Sustainable Lawrence University 
Gardens (SLUG) with collecting compost from 
most residence halls and, before the pandemic, 
most academic buildings. LU Environmental 
Organization’s volunteers are responsible for 
maintaining a compost bin and ensuring that 
it gets emptied regularly on the compost pile 
at SLUG, which is located at the bottom of 
Memorial/SLUG Hill.  
Despite the pandemic, compost bins are 
currently available for on-campus students to 
use on every floor of Hiett (third-floor entry-
way and first-, second- and fourth-floor kitch-
ens), the lobby of Plantz, the third-floor kitchen 
of Brokaw, the main entrance and kitchen of 
Colman, the entryway of Ormsby (with the third-
floor coming soon), the kitchen of Sage and the 
lobby of Trever. 
After you’ve located your compost bin and 
are ready to compost, you might wonder what 
is compostable. SLUG Garden Manager senior 
Phoebe Eisenbeis says that SLUG accepts “all 
fruit and vegetable scraps as well as non-oily 
other food waste but no meat, paper products 
or plastic of any kind (even if it says it is com-
postable). [SLUG] is still a small, backyard style 
composting system.” Some common items are 
banana peels, eggshells, spinach leaves, orange 
peels and apple cores — but please, do not 
put pizza or wrappers in there, as volunteers 
will have to sort it out manually. If you need a 
reminder about what you can compost, many 
compost bins should have informational signage 
near them too. 
SLUG takes care of Bon Appétit and even 
off-campus locations’ compost. According to 
Eisenbeis, during non-COVID times, SLUG 
“composts five days a week. We collect from 
local coffee shops and businesses as well as from 
Bon App. About two or three [SLUG club mem-
bers] are assigned to each day of the week and 
volunteer about one hour of their time compost-
ing per week.” Eisenbeis continued, “We use our 
own vehicles or a truck from Facility Services 
to get this done, as the compost can be really, 
really heavy (upwards of 100 pounds per bin). 
Right now, [SLUG is] only collecting compost 
from Bon App two days a week: Wednesday 
and Friday at 4 [p.m.]. Anyone is welcome to 
join! Meet at [the] Info Desk on either day if 
interested!” 
This partnership between 
the LU Environmental 
Organization and SLUG makes 
it possible for a wider group of 
people to compost, which is a 
truly amazing resource to have 
on campus. After all, with all 
of the food that many students 
bring back to their rooms, it’s 
great to dispose of compostable 
food in compost bins, so, they 
don’t make rooms smell! Of course, 
it’s also a great way to support 
SLUG and reduce the amount of 
food waste going to landfills. Once the compost 
pile starts breaking down into the soil, SLUG will 
“use [it] on [their] beds to amend the soil every 
year, […as they] aim to be a more closed-loop, 
sustainable garden.” 
Phoebe also mentions that “SLUG has 
recently switched leadership structure to a 
non-hierarchical Board of Directors. Starting 
Spring Term, we will have a designated Compost 
Director. This is a really exciting and new oppor-
tunity to hopefully learn more about compost 
and how we [all] can use food scraps more effec-
tively in the garden.” The LU Environmental 
Organization is also working with the new LUCC 
Ad-Hoc Sustainability Committee to add com-
post bins to every floor of every major residence 
hall. If you live in group housing in the Quad, 
a loft or in Little or Big Exec and do not cur-
rently have a compost bin, please reach out to 
SLUG, the LUCC ad-hoc committee or the LU 
Environmental Organization to get one. 
If you have any questions or sustain-
ability ideas, are interested in joining the LU 
Environmental Organization — whether that be 
the mailing list or attending virtual meetings on 
Sundays at 2 p.m. CST — or would like to take 
out a compost bin, please reach out to Lauren 
Kelly at kellyl@lawrence.edu or Jim Yang at jim.
yang@lawrence.edu. We hope that you’ll help 
Lawrence become even more sustainable and 
that you will compost!
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Let Me Tell You:
British Panel TV
Art director Debrah Brehmer 




Last term, I inter-
viewed Lawrentians about what 
pieces of entertainment and media 
got them through the summer of lock-
down and isolation. This term, I’m 
doing the same thing, except it’s my 
turn. Each week, I’m giving my com-
fort food, pop culture and art sug-
gestions for the dreary winter we’re 
facing. What’s something you can 
watch, read or listen to that can take 
you to a new world? Well, let me tell 
you.
I’ve skirted around the edges of 
British TV and media my whole life 
as a pop culture fiend. Readers of my 
column will be familiar with my love 
of “Doctor Who,” and I’d have to cite it 
as my biggest insight into the world of 
British TV, main channels and means 
of production.  
However, more recently, I’ve 
come across most media from across 
the pond by getting into British panel 
shows on YouTube. A panel show is a 
radio or TV program in which a panel 
of celebrities participate in games 
of questions and creative prompts, 
progressively racking up points and 
commenting on the questions and all 
manners of things in humorous ways. 
American examples of this are TV 
shows like “Match Game” or radio 
programs like NPR’s “Wait Wait Don’t 
Tell Me.” After my consumption of 
British panel shows, however, I have 
now concluded that they are the best 
in the genre, mostly because they have 
stayed alive and relevant in the United 
Kingdom (UK) and still air week to 
week on channels like BBC 2 and 
Channel 4. My favorites are “8 out of 
10 Cats,” which focuses on polls and 
expects the contestants to find the 
most common answer in an almost 
“Family Feud” sort of way, and “The 
Big Fat Quiz” series, a semi-annual 
show in which contestants are quizzed 
on events from specific decades or the 
previous year. 
The game and quiz elements of 
these shows are awfully fun, but what 
really helps them shine are the celeb-
rity contestants, most of whom are 
comedians. I always look forward to 
seeing which people are serving in the 
panels on any given episode, hoping 
for my faves and equally excited to see 
new participants. Fans of “The Great 
British Bake Off” will be pleased to 
see Noel Fielding frequenting these 
shows, often paired up with “The I.T. 
Crowds’” Richard Ayoade as his part-
ner on “The Big Fat Quiz.”  
But my king, or occasionally 
queen, of these shows is Joe Lycett, 
a comedian and Birmingham native 
known for his entertaining panel show 
anecdotes, which frequently involve 
him bantering via email with big com-
panies and those who issue parking 
tickets. This past weekend, my panel 
show YouTube-hole sucked me into a 
Lycett feature, an innuendo I’m sure 
he would enjoy.  
Lycett is most known for his 
recent Channel 4 consumer assistance 
show, “Joe Lycett’s Got Your Back,” a 
humorous take on investigative con-
sumer protection shows. In this show, 
Lycett investigates companies which 
rip off consumers or exhibit general 
malpractice. Accompanied by a week-
ly celebrity guest and his trusty num-
bers guy, Mark Wilcox, Lycett dons 
his large faux fur coat, calls up an Ellie 
Goulding impersonator and fights for 
the people of Britain, all while drink-
ing heavily and bringing wit that only 
a queer person can deliver seriously. 
A highlight of the show is when 
Lycett is made aware of the legal fight 
between the Welsh brewing company, 
Boss Brewing, and German luxury 
fashion house, Hugo Boss. Hugo Boss 
had sent Boss Brewing a cease-and-
desist letter regarding the name 
“Boss” on some of their products, all 
beers, certainly nothing that a luxury 
fashion brand should feel is infringing 
on its business of suits and cologne. 
Lycett and his team questioned Hugo 
Boss through email, public relations 
and all the normal fronts but to no 
avail. So, in his trademark comedic 
form, Lycett took the matter into his 
own hands and, by deed poll, changed 
his name to Hugo Boss. With his 
new name, he branded a line of ath-
letic braces after himself, Hugo Boss, 
printing not only his name on them, 
but a cease-and-desist letter to the 
fashion brand. And, if that wasn’t 
enough, Boss set up a launch for this 
new product right outside of Hugo 
Boss’ flagship UK location on Regent 
Street in London.  
Now, having changed his name 
back to Joe Lycett, he continues to be 
Britain’s premier primetime trickster 
with “Joe Lycett’s Got Your Back,” 
full episodes of which can be found 
scattered on YouTube. I would also 
“big recommend” his recent stand up 
special, “I’m About to Lose Control 
and I Think Joe Lycett,” which com-
bines typical stand-up routines with 
Lycett’s affinity for sticking it to the 
man and being larger than life, yet still 
extremely relatable. It’s all great con-
tent, from his appearances on panel 
shows to his individual work. If you 
want a good laugh and pure entertain-
ment, type into the search bar, “Joe 
Lycett,” and enjoy the work of Mr. 
Hugo Boss.





On Wednesday, Feb. 17, Debra 
Brehmer joined Lawrence commu-
nity members over Zoom to discuss 
her career in the art gallery and 
the world of art at large. Currently, 
Brehmer holds the director position 
at the Portrait Society Gallery, a con-
temporary art gallery in Milwaukee, 
which prides itself on representing 
both academic and self-taught artists 
regionally and more locally. However, 
as soon as she was introduced, she 
revealed that she had never set out to 
run a gallery in the first place; rather, 
the position came to her. 
The path that led to the 
Portrait Society Gallery started when 
Brehmer’s colleague at the Milwaukee 
Institute of Art and Design, where 
Brehmer previously taught art history, 
asked her to collaborate on an online 
art magazine called “Susceptible 
to Images.” They rented out a 350 
square-foot room to use as an office 
and ran the magazine out of there for 
several years before it sputtered out. 
It wasn’t what she wanted to be doing 
long-term, so, she turned the office 
space into a little gallery of interesting 
exhibitions, mostly portrait commis-
sions, before it gained wider attrac-
tion. She said, “Early on with the 
gallery, I wasn’t thinking it would 
be a commercial gallery or a money-
making thing. It was more like, ‘Oh, 
here’s this space where we can stage 
shows and do projects!’ We kind of 
got to play.” As more space became 
available in their building, Brehmer 
“drifted” into the spaces that were 
left behind, and, slowly, the gallery 
grew. Eventually, the building asked if 
she would like to remodel to become 
a more cohesive space, and, incre-
mentally, the gallery became what it 
is today.  
Brehmer’s background in art his-
tory during graduate school led to an 
interest in artists who found their 
way into the art world through non-
traditional means or who departed 
from the traditional art world to cre-
ate their own “art environments,” as 
Brehmer described them. This back-
ground drives the way the Portrait 
Society gathers the artists it repre-
sents. Brehmer emphasized that she 
wanted to embrace artists who came 
from many different paths, showing 
them together without having to dis-
tinguish between those who had gone 
to art school and those who had not. 
She is proud of this programming, 
which has led to diverse representa-
tion in the gallery. Brehmer noted, 
“You create your own ideal world in a 
gallery, as a gallerist. That’s what you 
do … What kind of world do you want 
to live in? What kind of people do you 
want around you? What kind of think-
ing do you want to do? And you build 
that out of art.”  
As well as representing a wide 
range of individuals, Brehmer has cre-
ated ways that bring the art world 
outside of the gallery space, which, 
in turn, help the gallery reach a wider 
audience and gives her a chance 
to work on tasks outside of solely 
administrative work. She calls gallery 
work a calling for the “mentally rest-
less.” The newsletter for the Portrait 
Society puts out content that Brehmer 
contributes to, specifically the stuff 
she finds creative and challenging. 
She also provides opportunities to 
the regional artists she represents by 
bringing them and their work to art 
fairs where they can get greater expo-
sure and connect to a wider audience. 
Additionally, social programs, such as 
their non-profit, On the Wing, allow 
under-served adult populations to fill 
out sketchbooks over the course of 
several weeks, which the gallery then 
purchases from them. Eventually, 
these become available for the public 
to access somewhere in the city. Her 
intention is to “cross divides, become 
friends with people who [she] would 
have no way of meeting otherwise and 
share this language of art-making.” 
She believes that art is what gives 
people a voice and that these kinds of 
programs create the kind of world that 
she wants to live in. Her thoughts for 
those interested in art, and the gallery 
space in general, are that it is all about 
having someone in your corner, to 
create a group of people to join with in 
conversation. Smaller art communi-
ties like the Portrait Society give space 
for collaboration in a way that larger 




The year 2020 was a notable 
and arguably formative year for pop 
music, during which time we wit-
nessed a popular revival of disco, 
glam rock and synth pop influences 
exemplified through recent releases 
by Dua Lipa, Kylie Minogue, Miley 
Cyrus and Rina Sawayama. Some 
of these throwback-inspired proj-
ects were more effective than oth-
ers, which, in such an instrumentally 
heavy and electronically influenced 
genre, can be largely attributed to 
production. While Lipa’s March 2020 
release, Future Nostalgia, was far 
from a perfect album, it was one of 
the more popular works within this 
epochal revival and has been met with 
critical acclaim. 
Most of the early colloquial con-
versations about British-Albanian art-
ist Dua Lipa surrounded her admit-
tedly lacking stage presence and a 
few uninspired JC Penny-core singles, 
though more recently in 2020, her 
breakthrough into TikTok popular-
ity with the song “Don’t Start Now.” 
However, Future Nostalgia, the 
album containing the trending TikTok 
track, has received significant acclaim 
for its thematic and stylistic cohesion 
as well as its production, even receiv-
ing nominations for the Grammy 
Awards as Album of the Year and Best 
Pop Vocal Album. 
Lipa stated that she wanted the 
atmosphere of the album to feel like 
a dancercise class, an apparently suc-
cessful endeavor as critics noted its 
similarities in sound to the works of 
Olivia Newton John, Kylie Minogue, 
Blondie and Madonna, among other 
classic pop artists. Certainly, one of 
the greatest contributing factors to 
the album’s effectiveness is the com-
petence in production. Lipa enlisted a 
slew of producers for the project, add-
ing Kanye-collaborator Jeff Bhasker 
as well as DJ, writer and producer 
Stuart Price who has worked with 
Minogue and Missy Elliot, as well 
as Canadian producer “Koz” to her 
debut album’s previous collaborators. 
Price’s co-production of the eventual 
singles “Hallucinate” and “Levitating” 
stands out in its similarity to his work 
on Madonna’s 2005 “Confessions on 
a Dance Floor,” two significant tracks 
that anchor and redeem much of the 
album’s retro pop style. 
The 2021 re-release Future 
Nostalgia: The Moonlight Edition 
features several bonus tracks, includ-
ing Lipa’s collaboration with Miley 
Cyrus on the song “Prisoner,” origi-
nally released as a single off Cyrus’ 
most recent album, Plastic Hearts, 
another revival album with disco 
and glam rock influences. This track 
was produced by the Monsters and 
Strangerz, who also did limited 
work on Future Nostalgia, and both 
albums also featured Andrew Watt as 
a production influence. The overlap 
seemed promising, but the production 
of the two albums turned out to be 
disappointingly divergent. 
Prior to the release of Plastic 
Hearts following Future Nostalgia, 
the announcements of Cyrus’s foray 
into glam rock with Plastic Hearts 
seemed incredibly promising between 
the singer’s impressive affinity for 
rock vocals recently exemplified in her 
“Heart of Glass” cover — the album’s 
guest vocalists featuring Billy Idol, 
Joan Jett and Stevie Nicks — and 
the potential similarities in produc-
tion overlapping with Lipa. However, 
while the vocals and overall concept 
had noteworthy potential, its sound 
was significantly obstructed by its 
unfortunately lackluster, safely pre-
dictable pop production that is liable 
to take listeners back to a middle 
school mall excursion, digging infinity 
scarves from the sale bins at Forever 
21. The uninspiringly generic instru-
mentals and mixing undercut and 
underwhelm the vocals in an unfor-
tunate contrast to Future Nostalgia; 
Cyrus should have called Jack 
Antonoff like the other pop girlies or 
Sawayama’s Clarence Clarity to do 
her vocals justice, especially after the 
notable success of Sawayama’s genre-
bending 2020 self-titled album that 
much more effectively integrated its 
rock influences. 
While some of the hype sur-
rounding Future Nostalgia may be 
a bit overdramatic, especially when 
compared to the comparatively under-
appreciated SAWAYAMA, Lipa suc-
ceeded where Cyrus failed in actually 
choosing producers with experience 





9ARTS & ENTERTAINMENTFebruary 26, 2021
Student Recital: Zofia Sabee
UPCOMING:
2/26 4 p.m. Mudd Library 
Fiber Arts and Chat, 
Zoom
2/26 7 p.m. Comedy with 
Kiry Shabazz, Mead Witter
2/26 7 p.m. Student 
recital: Helen Threlkeld, 
flute, Lawrence Vimeo
2/26 8 p.m. Movie: 
“Cars,” Esch Hurvis
2/27 3:30 p.m. LU Swing 
Club Distanced Line 
Dance, Somerset




2/27 6 p.m. Brown Girls 
Write Workshop, virtual
2/27 7 p.m. Cultural 
Expressions, Somerset
2/27 8 p.m. Student 
recital: Thomas Logan, 
cello, Lawrence Vimeo
2/28 9 a.m. Music For 
One, Sabin House
2/28 1 p.m. Faculty 
recital: Michael Mizrahi, 
piano, Lawrence Vimeo
2/28 7 p.m. New Music 
Series: Lawrence 









Junior Zofia Sabee performs cello recital in Harper Hall.





This past Sunday, Feb. 21, junior 
Zofia Sabee performed her student 
recital for cello. Though the in-person 
seating was limited, Sabee’s recital 
was broadcasted and recorded on the 
Lawrence Vimeo page and can be 
found there for anyone who missed 
it. Sabee performed two pieces for her 
recital. Her first piece was “Sonata 
for Solo Cello” by George Crumb, and 
her second piece was “Suite No. 6 in 
D Major” by Johann Sebastian Bach.  
Sabee’s performance of “Sonata 
for Solo Cello” was absolutely sincere 
and contained distinctly different 
movements throughout the piece. It 
began with slow, meticulous bowing 
across the cello, opening the recital 
on a calm and relaxing note.  F r o m 
there, it switched to a sound domi-
nated by the plucking of cello strings, 
a more irregular beat rather than the 
smooth one that came before it. The 
plucking, like the opening of the song, 
began slow but ultimately built up 
in pace. This caused a great tension 
in the performance and provided a 
gateway into the final movement of 
the first piece. The final phase Sabee 
performed focused again on the bow-
ing across the cello strings, but this 
time, the notes were played much 
faster. The ending of the song was 
extremely technical, which not only 
showcased Sabee’s talent but, also, the 
amount of practice she had put into 
the piece. What stood out about  
Sabee’s performance of “Sonata for 
Solo Cello” was her tactful pacing. 
There was no rushing in the slow parts 
of the piece, which allowed each part 
of the song to take on its own meaning 
and sound. While the performance 
had clearly definable parts, it flowed 
together seamlessly to create a greater 
harmony for the work as a whole. 
The second and final piece, 
“Suite No. 6 in D Major,” was just 
as technical as the first Sabee had 
chosen. The opening of the song con-
trasted short bows across the higher 
strings with longer and lower bows 
across the rest of the instrument. The 
performance slowed down and sped 
up at multiple points in the piece, but 
each change of pace was calculated to 
emphasize either the notes played at 
the time or those to come. This piece 
also contained quick, stark shifts in 
the pitch of notes. Instead of building 
up to certain notes, it jumped from 
the top of the scale to the bottom and 
then right back up again. Overall, this 
piece  flowed very well. Each 
note transitioned seamlessly into the 
next, with absolutely no hesitance on 
Sabee’s part. She was extremely well-
practiced, and performance seemed 
very natural for her as a musician. 
At times, Sabee’s performance 
was technical, but she did not let that 
take away any of the beauty in the 
music.  Her student recital was 
masterfully performed and acted not 
only as a testament to her abilities 
as a musician but, also, her diligence 
in practice and attention to detail. 
Each note she played was calculated 
and led to a well-paced performance, 





“Nomadland,” 2021, directed by 
Chloé Zhao – 4.5/5 stars 
In the hands of a different direc-
tor, “Nomadland” could have been 
very boring. On paper, the film is 
uneventful and slowly meanders from 
one depressing set piece to another. 
“Nomadland” isn’t boring, though, 
nor does it revel too long in its mis-
ery. Thanks to beautiful cinematog-
raphy, moving human performances 
and touching, unspoken moments 
between characters, “Nomadland” 
becomes a simple, powerful piece of 
art.  
The film follows Fern — played 
by Frances McDormand — a modern 
day van-dwelling “nomad” who lost 
her job after the 2008 recession. The 
first act of the film sets a painfully 
real tone. Fern begins her story work-
ing at a monotonous job at a massive 
Amazon warehouse, packaging prod-
ucts in a massive, open building char-
acterized by muted greys and blacks. 
Fern is also a widow and struggles to 
find other work. Linda May, one of 
Fern’s coworkers, suggests Fern join 
her at a nomadic gathering in Arizona. 
While Fern is skeptical at first, she 
eventually decides to attend the gath-
ering after another failed attempt to 
find a job.  
This first section of the film nota-
bly has no score, emphasizing the qui-
eter moments and forcing the audi-
ence to sit with their thoughts, just as 
Fern does. When music finally does 
enter, it’s soft, minimal piano melo-
dies, carrying significant melancholic 
undertones.  
The story continues to follow 
Fern on a journey — both meta-
phorically and literally — across 
the American West. She befriends 
other aging nomads, works various 
jobs at national parks and navigates 
uncharted territory. Many of these 
other nomads that Fern encounters 
are real nomads outside the world of 
the film, playing fictionalized versions 
of themselves. This, accompanied by 
the authentic tone of the film overall 
— marked by actual businesses like 
Amazon and Wall Drug — makes the 
film seem extremely genuine, almost 
akin to a documentary.  
This is also helped by 
McDormand, who brings a subtle 
and powerful eloquence to the role. 
Fern is an incredibly distinct char-
acter — unflinchingly dedicated and 
brave but also stubborn and with-
drawn. McDormand telegraphs all 
these characteristics with softness and 
believability, and her performance is 
ultimately what allows the film to 
shine in its brighter moments, as well 
as truly devastates the audience at its 
low points.  
One would be remiss to go with-
out mentioning the film’s truly stun-
ning cinematography, documenting 
incredible sunsets and sunrises in 
some of the country’s most beautiful 
national parks. This use of light and 
color also helps offset the film tonally, 
giving the story a sense of wonder and 
hope that would be missing without it. 
First-time viewers might be 
inclined to say “Nomadland” is about 
the way American capitalism mis-
treats older members of our society, 
but the film’s message seems to run a 
little deeper than that. While it is very 
much about struggling to get by in a 
crumbling system, it’s worth noting 
that Fern is at least partially making a 
choice to live in the way that she does. 
Many of her friends and family offer 
her more permanent places to stay, 
but she declines, seeking a life more 
separate from the bulk of modern 
civilization. This isn’t to say that some 
aren’t forced to live in their cars or 
vans — the characters in the film say 
as much. What’s clear, though, is that 
Fern’s choice to live in her van is a 
deliberate inclusion in the story, one 
that puts more emphasis on a broader 
idea of loneliness, grief and interper-
sonal exploration. 
“Nomadland” explores harsh 
truths of life but does so in the most 
beautiful and touching way possible. 
Its complex themes and characters, 
combined with a straightforward plot, 
minimal soundtrack and striking 
scenery, allow for a thought-provok-
ing and memorable viewing experi-
ence.  
“Nomadland” can be watched 
right now on Hulu. 
Photo Feature:
SOL Studio Open Mic
Freshman Linnea Morris and Reese Pike duet in Somerset.
 Photo by Sebastian Evans.
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Detoxing from social media 
 Like most people who live 
in this day and age, I have made 
numerous attempts to limit my social 
media usage to a time that I deemed 
more acceptable. I have tried setting 
limits on my apps — only to tap the 
“15 More Minutes” button over and 
over again until it had accumulated 
into hours. I have attempted to tem-
porarily disable my accounts — only to 
give back into them a day or two later. 
I have made goals of only checking 
social media during certain times of 
the day — only to not be able to hold 
myself accountable. 
 It was not until I decided 
to delete the apps that I was actually 
able to keep social media out of my life 
for an entire week. Although I do not 
believe social media to be inherently 
evil or addictive, I was and still am at a 
point where I cannot use social media 
in moderation. Using it for even a few 
minutes can send me down a rabbit 
hole that leads to hours and hours of 
endless scrolling. In order to break 
this habit, I knew that I had to reset 
the way I use technology by doing a 
complete cleanse; I had to cut off my 
access to it completely and work my 
way from there. 
 The first thing I noticed 
after getting rid of social media was 
just how frequently I went to check 
it throughout the day. Upon waking 
up that first day, I grabbed my phone 
and opened it, only to remember that 
I did not have social media for the 
time being. While you would think 
this would be enough to remind me 
of my social media cleanse for the rest 
of the day, it wasn’t. I continued to 
mindlessly pick my phone up at least 
several times an hour, only to redis-
cover that I was not using social media 
at the moment. Checking my news-
feeds had become such an integral 
part of my day that I did it without 
even thinking about it. I slowly had to 
relearn how to not reach for my phone 
when I did not have a true reason for 
doing so. 
 After I got over this bump, 
I saw just how much time I had 
throughout the day — so, I had to 
figure out what to replace it with. 
Initially, I felt tempted to find some 
other mindless activity to fill the void 
with. I opened cheesy game apps that 
I had not touched in years and began 
to pass time on those. I also hopped 
onto the news apps I had and began 
scrolling through the tragedies of the 
globe. This made me realize that it 
was not just the content on social 
media I was attached to; it was also 
the fact that social media filled every 
bit of silence and stillness in my day. 
Without social media, I automatically 
jumped to the next app on my phone, 
even if it was something I did not 
enjoy. Once I realized this, I deleted 
those apps too and kept my phone out 
of reach for most of the day. 
 I knew that I needed to 
become more comfortable with the 
silences in my day: the 10 minutes 
between classes, the three minutes 
while I waited for my food to micro-
wave, the first 20 minutes of the day 
where I was too tired to do anything 
but too awake to fall back asleep. I 
knew that if I was not content with 
these lulls, I would never be able to 
fully end my reliance on social media. 
 Initially, it was difficult and 
bored me easily. I had not realized 
how dependent I was on the instant 
gratification of social media. I had 
the urge to consume information 
constantly and quickly. I wanted to 
distract myself from anything uncom-
fortable I could be thinking about, 
like upcoming exams or other stress-
ors in my life. However, not using 
social media forced me to sit with 
any thoughts I was having and to 
find healthier ways to deal with them. 
Once I worked through those, the 
silences in my day became enjoyable 
and welcomed. 
 In doing this, I began to 
notice and appreciate smaller things 
around me. I began to pay more atten-
tion to the sky outside my window and 
the sunsets outside. Around campus, 
I noticed other people and my sur-
roundings more. I felt as if I was notic-
ing life around me to its fullest extent 
for the first time in a while. 
 I also found that without a 
constant stream of instant gratifica-
tion coming from my phone, I had 
patience for activities that used to 
overwhelm me. I could sit down and 
do homework for longer stretches of 
time. I could practice harder pieces on 
my instrument now that social media 
was not calling my name. 
 Many people likely do not 
feel motivated to take a social media 
break during this point in time given 
the pandemic. Social media and tech-
nology are how we can safely connect 
with others, and things will likely be 
this way for a long while. However, 
it’s important to ask yourself how con-
nected social media is actually making 
you feel to others. 
 I noticed that, in an odd 
way, I grew closer to others without 
using social media. Instead of post-
ing something I wanted to share, only 
for my friends to like it or comment 
something vague, I was now forced 
to share it with them personally. This 
meant calling them to tell them some-
thing I would have posted on my 
newsfeed or texting them to show 
them a funny picture I found. In turn, 
we had more personal conversations 
that went far beyond a comment or a 
like. 
 I also realized that social 
media made me feel more lonely; it 
served as a comparison to my own 
life on a daily basis. Seeing others 
as appearing to have these great 
social lives during a pandemic began 
to make me feel incredibly isolated. 
However, with having time away from 
these glorified glimpses into the lives 
of others, I became more content with 
the way my life is. I did not worry 
so much about the need to socialize 
and instead began to explore ways to 
enjoy my own company, whether it be 
through trying new hobbies or reading 
new books. 
 While social media is not a 
bad thing, everyone can benefit from 
a detox sometimes. Too much of any-
thing can always become a bad thing, 
especially during a time like right now 
when we have so much free time to 
mindlessly fill on our phones. Try giv-
ing social media up for a while. You 
may be surprised by the impact doing 
so will have on you! 
Lauren Kelly
Op-Ed Editor   
_________________________________





 South Dakota, for some rea-
son, is a very popular vacation spot for 
my family, so, I have been there five 
times throughout my life. Whenever 
we go, we always try to visit Sylvan 
Lake in Custer State Park, which is in 
Custer, S.D. and is a part of the Black 
Hills. You may know Sylvan Lake as 
the lake “behind” Mount Rushmore 
in the Nicholas Cage movie, "National 
Treasure 2." While that’s not true, 
many visitors to South Dakota know 
they should visit Custer State Park, 
where they’ll eventually discover the 
beauty of Sylvan Lake. 
 For context, the Black 
Hills region is a mountainous area 
covered in greenery that spans from 
Deadwood and Spearfish down past 
Custer. It is given the adjective “black” 
because “the Lakota Sioux tribe called 
the small mountain range covered pri-
marily by ponderosa pine trees Pahá 
Sápa, or ‘Hills That Are Black.’ While 
looking at the Black Hills from afar 
may give you that impression, it’s 
the trees doing all the work — you’re 
seeing the shadows they cast on the 
stone” (South Dakota’s tourism web-
site). The Black Hills include popular 
destinations like Mount Rushmore, 
Crazy Horse Memorial (to honor the 
“the Oglala Lakota warrior,” Crazy 
Horse), Wind Cave National Park 
and Jewel Cave National Monument; 
Badlands National Park is nearby.  
 Of course, another popu-
lar destination is Custer State Park, 
which “encompass[es] 71,000 acres 
in the Black Hills” (South Dakota’s 
Game, Fish and Parks website). It’s 
set up to accommodate scenic drives, 
including the Wildlife Loop Road and 
our favorite: Needles Highway. We 
preferred Needles Highway because 
of its breathtaking views, and my 
grandpa felt comfortable driving it. 
I remember that my family always 
looked forward to going to the state 
park to see all the animals, especially 
at dusk. When we’ve gone, we’ve seen 
many prairie dogs, buffalo, donkeys, 
mule deer and mountain goats and 
have some funny stories to tell about 
the friendly donkeys. Though we usu-
ally stayed in the car on our trips to 
Custer State Park except to stop at 
the lookouts, have a picnic or walk 
at Sylvan Lake, it was a very relaxing 
drive full of animal sightings — perfect 
for little kids.  
 Now, to Sylvan Lake! I’ve 
finally homed in on the topic, great! 
So, Sylvan Lake is a part of Custer 
State Park, which is a part of the Black 
Hills region in South Dakota, and I’ve 
been there a lot. It is beautiful, and 
my cousin even made a painting of it! 
I have some distinct memories involv-
ing Sylvan Lake, including five-year-
old me quacking/honking at ducks or 
geese (there’s some uncertainty of the 
bird type between my parents) in my 
attempt to be like them; as a result, 
they chased me ... which, surprisingly, 
I did back home a lot too. 
 Since these trips to Sylvan 
Lake have been throughout my life-
time (roughly when I was two-, five-, 
nine-, 13- and 19-years-old), they all 
kind of blur together. My most recent 
trip is the clearest; my grandparents 
and I visited Sylvan Lake in early 
September before Lawrence started. 
When my brother and I were little, my 
family never really explored too much 
of Sylvan Lake by foot. We would have 
a picnic and walk by some of the rocks 
around the lake, but that was really it. 
For this 2019 trip, though, I got to see 
a whole different side of Sylvan Lake. 
There were rock climbers and a group 
of “abandoned” little kids trying to go 
into a hole, which we actively tried 
to stop. There were many routes and 
even a nearby wedding!  
 I think that coming back to 
a place over and over again is really 
comforting and a bit like studying 
abroad — the location becomes like a 
second home. I have always been fond 
of South Dakota, and I would like to 
offer some other great places to visit 
as well (some are not nature-focused): 
Deadwood (take a trolley!!), the Super 
8 in Deadwood (good pizza), Wall 
Drug (a site to see), the Mammoth Site 
(see an active dig site!), Corn Palace 
(new corn-based designs every year!), 
the Chamberlain Visitor Center (see 
a beautiful statue), the KOA camp-
ground in Kennebec (a very memo-
rable place with a great pool) and 
Spearfish Canyon (very beautiful). My 
personal favorite non-nature place is 
Deadwood; if you go, make sure you 
see the shoot-out reenactment and 
visit Mount Moriah Cemetery.  
 Ultimately, I wanted to 
share how important South Dakota 
is to me and how, even if it may seem 
like a silly vacation spot to you, it is 
a wonderful place to visit. The sites 
truly never get old!  
THE LAWRENTIAN
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What to Keep While Keeping On: Rewatching child-







What in the World: In defense of decaf coffee
 Watching movies is kind of 
a big deal in my family. We whole-
heartedly prefer movies over TV 
shows. We do everything in our power 
to make our living room feel like a 
movie theater, including making pop-
corn. As a side note, if you have never 
put nutritional yeast on your popcorn, 
please do yourself a favor and try it. 
Nutritional yeast is a Matthews' fan-
favorite. 
 Now that I have introduced 
you to one of the best flavor combina-
tions, I’d like to focus on something I 
don’t think any of us do often enough: 
rewatching our favorite childhood 
films. Maybe your family wasn’t as 
big on movie nights as mine was when 
I was little, and that’s okay. I think 
that, regardless of how special watch-
ing movies was when you were a kid, 
everyone has a mental list of their 
favorite little kid movies. 
 While I definitely have my 
favorite Disney movies, none of them 
ever made my top five. Three out of 
five of my favorite movies should not 
be shown to children whatsoever (no 
matter how much I love Brad Pitt in 
"Fight Club"). However, there are two 
movies that will never lose their spot 
on my all-time favorites list — a large 
reason being because they remind me 
of my childhood. 
 In all honesty, I am abso-
lutely sorry for anyone who has never 
seen "Kiki’s Delivery Service." One 
does not need to be a Studio Ghibli 
super fan to enjoy the story of the 
teenage witch, Kiki. Not to mention 
that Kiki’s pet cat, Gigi, is able to 
make me laugh no matter how many 
times I’ve seen this movie. The ani-
mation is beautiful, and the plot line 
is beyond wholesome. I mean it when 
I say everyone can learn from Kiki’s 
bravery and Gigi’ humor.  
 Another nostalgic movie on 
my list is "Singin’ in the Rain." To 
everyone who says they love "La La 
Land," I really hope you have seen 
"Singin’ in the Rain" because my love 
for costumes, settings and the whole 
musical extravaganza is thanks to this 
beautiful masterpiece. Like Gigi the 
cat, Donald O’Connor’s rendition of 
“Make ‘Em Laugh” makes me giggle 
every time I watch it. I remember 
being mesmerized by the music and 
dancing in this movie as a youngster, 
and every time I watch it, I get swept 
up in a Hollywood dream. 
 Before I go any further, 
I know this article may sound like 
me bothering everyone to watch my 
favorite movies, so, I would like to 
acknowledge "Kiki’s Delivery Service" 
and "Singin’ in the Rain" may not be 
everyone’s cup of tea. If this is true for 
you, that is perfectly okay. I am most 
definitely not a fan of "Star Wars," but 
I do my best to respect those who are, 
even though my movie opinions are 
very strong-willed. I think the best 
thing to do for others right now is 
respect their choices, no matter what 
they may be.  
 While I might not be able 
to convince you to watch my pick of 
movies, what I can convince you to 
do is take a trip down memory lane. 
Open Disney Plus, stream something 
on Netflix or even rent a DVD of your 
favorite childhood movie, and enjoy 
the two hours of feeling like a kid 
again. I believe in revisiting the best 
parts of our past, and I can’t think of 
a more exciting way to do this than by 
watching a movie. 
 More importantly, movies 
allow us to escape from reality for 
a slice of time, and I think all of us 
deserve a break from the madness of 
our current lives. Instead of watch-
ing dark or depressing content, think 
about what little-you would be over-
the-top excited to watch. Turn off the 
lights, grab your go-to movie night 
snack and watch something that’s 
feel-good for once because, hey, the 
least you deserve is to feel good for the 
length of "Beauty and the Beast."  
 Besides, you never know 
what you might learn looking back on 
your favorite movies as a kid. Maybe 
you’ve grown out of "Finding Nemo" 
and realize what younger-you thought 
was so cool just isn’t anymore. Or, on 
the other hand, maybe you just really 
need to hear Fairy Godmother’s time-
management advice from "Cinderella" 
as finals week approaches. Whatever 
happens after revisiting your favorite 
childhood movies, I have no doubt 
that you’ll be glad you brought back a 
keepsake from your past. 
 I get a little emotional with 
my movie recommendations. Maybe 
you don’t care to watch any of my 
favorites. Although a little hurtful, I 
just hope you allow yourself to have 
moments of being childish, whatever 
film may be on your screen. And, if 
you have learned nothing from my 
800-word rant about my favorite 
movies, you should know this: watch 
the movies that a younger you loved. 
And don’t forget to add nutritional 
yeast to your grocery list.
 There are few substances 
on Earth more maligned than decaf-
feinated coffee, and I cannot under-
stand why. Decaf is hot, it is brown 
and it tastes like milquetoast regular 
coffee. None of these three charac-
teristics seem worthy of remark, let 
alone opprobrium, from the masses. 
But search the wide world of memes 
— grant you mostly of the Boomer 
variety — and one would think that 
decaf was personally responsible for: 
the dissolution of Vine,  the live-action 
depiction of "Eragon" and the inva-
sions of Poland over the last 800 
years. Let me say that decaf is not only 
innocent of these baseless accusations 
but is preferable to the caffeinated 
variant almost always. Quality decaf 
results in: reduced nervousness com-
pared to regular, permits caffeine to 
work when needed, allows for a better 
night’s sleep and has much the same 
taste as regular. 
 Nervousness and general 
anxiety, those lodestones around the 
necks of so many college students, 
might see some reduction should you 
stop drinking a pot of caffeinated cof-
fee a day. Two 10-ounce coffees get 
you to the FDA’s suggested caffeine 
limit; much beyond that begins all 
sorts of tics and jitters that you could 
likely do without. Alternating between 
regular and decaf could give you that 
coffee flavor you crave while staving 
off the adverse effects of caffeine over-
consumption. If you can go full decaf, 
then you can sip that sweet, sweet 
bean juice all day with little fear of 
emotional and physical repercussions. 
 Another aspect of decaf 
conversion that bears consideration 
is how you are setting a much lower 
“normal” caffeine intake level for 
your body. If you should ever truly 
need a boost of energy, your body will 
respond with gusto to a single cup of 
regular coffee. I worked with a guy in 
the Navy who would fall asleep while 
drinking Monster because he con-
sumed it so regularly (3-5 per day). 
His body was so inured to caffeine’s 
effect that he had no recourse but to 
consume unhealthy quantities to get 
any sort of energy boost. The magic 
of perennial decaf-drinking is that a 
single cup of regular at just the right 
time — before an exam, during a road 
trip, defending Poland with your fel-
low winged hussars — will get you 
right while not wrecking your body.  
 Sleep, the thing college stu-
dents are only nominally aware exists, 
would probably do y’all some good. 
Better concentration, healthier brain 
and body and, perhaps, even some 
motivation could all be yours with 
several hours of shut-eye. Caffeine is 
not helping you with that, I am afraid. 
If you really do enjoy the taste of cof-
fee at all times of day, I would humbly 
suggest you swap to decaf any time 
after noon. This swap allows your 
body to process the stimulant for a 
good long while before you totter off 
to bed, with “IHRTLUHC”s and “Why 
does Professor Gerard like saying set-
tee so much”s being left for the next 
day. Do yourself and your roommate a 
favor: get your decaf on early, and you 
might just be able to get some rest. 
 “Alright, Luther, you make 
fine points, but decaf tastes like the 
underside of a long-haul truck’s 
mudflaps,” one could say. First of 
all, what a highly graphic and unset-
tling description; I hope you did not 
come by this knowledge first-hand. 
Secondly, yes, decaf does give up some 
flavor-producing chemicals by way of 
its production method. But, let this 
not deter you from your conversion 
to the holy decaf. Who needs more 
chemicals anyway? Not the public 
waterways and not you. Some say that 
money cannot buy taste, but money 
can buy Dunkin’ Donuts Decaf, and 
that crystal brown tastes great. So, 
disregard what some say, for they 
know even less than Jon Snow.  
 Decaf is superior for all the 
reasons I listed and, what is more, my 
grandma drinks it. This last point is 
probably the most potent and com-
pelling, for my grandma is a wise, 
gracious and brilliant woman, and 
the world would be better if people 
were more like her. Now, whether 
this relationship between decaf and 
my grandma’s goodness is causal or 
correlative, who can say? But it bears 
considering.  
 I urge you to consider giv-
ing decaf a try in your daily routine 
and see if it helps with your emotions, 
sleep and energy levels. A little bit of 
change in your coffee consumption 
program could do a world of good for 
you, and this is coming from a crotch-
ety conservative who dies a little 
inside when people suggest “change.” 
 Agree? Disagree? Think I 
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What do you do when your camera is off in your Zoom class?
Photo Poll Sarah Elise NavyStaff Photographer
“Laying on my bed fighting off sleep.”
— Zach Adams




“Honestly I’m either eating or getting 
dressed.”
— Ben Johnson
 “Work on 3D software.”
— Ben Dweh
“My camera is never off.”
— Steve Sieck





— Shan Lee Rowe
